Radial pressure pulse and heart rate variability in normotensive and hypertensive subjects.
The characteristics of the right/left radial pressure pulse (RPP) at the six diagnosis positions in Chinese medicine are not well documented. The purpose of this study is to investigate the spectral energy and augmentation index (AI) of bilateral RPP at the six diagnosis positions and heart rate variability (HRV) in the normotensives, hypertensives without heart dysfunction (HTN-N), and hypertensives with mild diastolic dysfunction (HTN-A). One hundred and thirty-eight (138) subjects were enrolled in this study. All subjects underwent measurements of brachial arterial blood pressure and RPP of both wrists while seated, and the supine measurement of HRV. AI and spectral energy of RPP as well as HRV were analyzed. The low-frequency component, the spectral HRV parameter, was significantly reduced in HTN-A compared with that in the normotensive group. Radial AI of the six diagnosis positions in HTN-N was significantly higher compared with that in the normotensive group or HTN-A. At the six diagnosis positions, the spectral energy of 0-10 Hz (SE(0-10 Hz)) in both hypertensive groups and 10-50 Hz (SE(10-50 Hz)) in the HTN-A group were significantly higher compared with those in the normotensive group. SE(10-50 Hz) at right Chy, left Chun, and left Guan in the HTN-N group were higher than those in the normotensive group. Within each group, there was a significant difference in the energy proportion, 10-50 Hz% (EP(10-50 Hz%)), between the six positions and a significant reduction only at the left Chun position in both hypertensive groups compared to that in the normotensive group. It is concluded that the EP(10-50 Hz%) revealed the specific characteristics of RPP and significantly varied at the six positions, and the left Chun position, the position to detect the heart diseases in Chinese medicine, is qualified to discriminate the differences between the normotensive and hypertensive patients.